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FINDING STRENGTH 
IN BEAUTY
Now, more than ever, it’s important to create a peaceful sanctuary at home—a space 

that stimulates the senses and lifts the spirits, a place to reconnect and reflect, a 

haven where you'll find the love and strength you need to spread joy and take on 

the challenges of a new day.

Create your sanctuary with Demetra. Inspired by the Greek goddesses of agriculture, 

wisdom, and spring who remind us of the power of nature and importance of 

connection and renewal. Whether you seek serenity or excitement, or a little of 

both, Demetra delivers with bold shimmering patterns, soft botanical prints, natural 

textures, and elegant jacquards—all woven in saturated pastel hues with our finest 

European silks, linens, and cottons.

Let's create your beautiful sanctuary today.

Lossen Zimmerman       

Creative Director



MOSS LAKE ALABASTER

COLOURWAYS

AT H E N A
TEX TURED JACQUARD

Inspired by the goddess of wisdom, known for her 

spinning and weaving, Athena is an Italian jacquard 

with a nomadic feel and magical depth. The matte 

and sheen finishes of the fine linen and long-staple 

cotton are woven to create the luxurious soft feel and 

natural abstract pattern and texture.

72% long-staple cotton / 28% linen

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover and Shams
knife edge with seam zipper and self piping 

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Athena Moss / Capri Pumice

Athena Lake / Capri Dove Grey

Athena Alabaster / Capri Cream



Athena Moss styled with Capri Pumice



Contessa Gold styled with Capri Platinum, and Divina Pearl throw



CO N T E S SA
SHIMMERING SILK JACQUARD

Strong and seductive, Contessa is a stunning 

showpiece that delivers modern glam and luxurious 

feel. Fine threads of glistening Italian silk are expertly 

woven with long-staple cotton to create added depth 

in this contemporary pattern. Enjoy the drama as the 

silk dances in the light. Shams feature a perfect 1/2" 

flange detail.

33% silk / 31% long-staple cotton / 36% viscose 

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover
knife edge with seam zipper

Shams
1/2" flange with seam zipper

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Capri Platinum

GOLD OYSTER STERLING

COLOURWAYS



L AU R E L
MATEL ASSÉ

Laurel is a true celebration of nature and craftsmanship 

at its finest. Elaborate detail with the finest Italian silk 

and long-staple cotton brings the Laurel leaves to life 

in this three-dimensional textile sculpture. The perfect 

choice for an elegant and sophisticated sanctuary 

that is also luxuriously soft and machine washable.

79% Giza Egyptian long-staple cotton / 21% silk

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Coverlet
2" self hem with mitered corners

Shams
11/2" flange with hidden button closure band 

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Capri Cream



Laurel styled with Capri Cream



Avalon styled with Nicola Alice Blue sheets, Cuscino Admiral cushions, and a Forte throw in Natural



AVA LO N
HONEYCOMB LINEN

Add a soft touch of elegance and natural texture with 

this unique 100% linen honeycomb weave. Create 

luscious light layers with a beautiful drape and a hint 

of warmth. Duvets, shams, and cushions are backed 

with our Veritae—a luxurious linen-lyocell blend that 

provides both a casual hand and silk-like softness.

100% linen

Fabric from Portugal

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover and Shams
knife edge with seam zipper

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Veritae 



W I L LOW
MAT TE JACQUARD 

Inspired by the beauty and grace of the majestic Willow 

tree, delicate detail comes to life in this Italian jacquard. 

Contrasting threads are expertly woven to create a 

beautiful botanical pattern with subtle texture and 

depth. With its understated elegance, Willow works 

for both city sophistication and cottage luxury.

74% Egyptian long-staple cotton / 26% linen

490 Thread Count

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover and Shams
2" flange with back button band

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Venice Cream

PISTACHIO ALICE LAPIS

COLOURWAYS



Willow Pistachio styled with Venice Cream, and Divina Pearl throw



Persephone styled with Nicola Shell sheets and cushion, Nicola Orchid Euros and cushion, and Avalon throw



P E R S E P H O N E
PRINTED LINEN-COT TON

Inspired by the goddess of spring, Persephone is 

bursting with positive energy. Her watercolour print 

of tender greenery and pale petals features dreamy 

soft neutral shades of natural linen, blush, plum, 

shell, rose, and orchid. We take Persephone to the 

next level with generous flanges; beautiful, naturally 

iridescent abalone shell buttons; and a whimsical 

hemstitch adorning the sham fronts.

55% linen / 45% cotton

Fabric from Portugal

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Duvet Cover
1½" flange with back shell button band

Shams
1½" flange with back shell button band

and hemstitch detail

COORDINATING SOLIDS

Nicola Shell



D I V I N A
SUMPTUOUS SILK VELVET

Heavenly Divina is a dreamy and decadent accent for 

any room. Lightweight silk velvet in seven luscious 

colours provides that touch of opulence for next-level 

styling and glam. Throws and shawls are double-sided 

for extra luxury, softness, and comfort.

18% silk / 82% viscose

Fabric from Asia

Sewn in Canada

Dry clean only

FINISHINGS

Cushions and Throws
border detail

COLOURWAYS

PEARL

MAPLE SUGAR

MIST

AMBER

SHADOW

SAPPHIRE

ROSE QUARTZ



Divina cushions and throws in Pearl, Maple Sugar, Rose Quartz, and Shadow



Forte throw and cushion in Ice



FO RT E
RUSTIC AND REFINED 10 0% LINEN

Add a rich, natural element to every room with Forte. 

The finest 100% pure Italian linen yarns are woven to 

create a sateen finish featuring a soft rustic texture 

and subtle sheen. Forte's substantial weight provides 

incredible drape and cozy comfort. We’ve added just 

a touch of refined elegance with a hemstitch border. 

Now available in Ice blue.

100% linen

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Cushions and Throws
hemstitch detail

COLOURWAYS

NATURAL GREY ICE



CU S CI N O
STRONG AND SOF T

COT TON-LINEN BLEND

Cuscino is an absolute essential for perfect pillow 

layering. The texture of this Italian cotton-linen blend 

is so dreamy, we decided to use both sides of the 

fabric for added interest and versatility. One has a 

slightly softer touch and lighter tone, and the flip 

side has a slightly smoother touch and darker tone. 

Admiral blue and Parchment are new this season.

63% cotton, 37% linen

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS
knife edge with a seam zipper

COLOURWAYS

CHARCOAL

PEWTER

STONE

DUSTY ROSE

TERRA

SAND

GRAPHITE ADMIRAL

PARCHMENT



Cuscino cushions in Parchment and Admiral



Eden napkin and tablecloth in Pebble and Eden table runner in Tan



E D E N
LUXURIOUS TABLETOP LINEN

A luxurious tabletop essential, Eden exudes organic 

simplicity and grace. The fine sateen weave creates a 

beautiful drape and subtle, natural sheen. Reversible 

and versatile, Eden is solid on one side, and features 

a generous contrasting border with mitered corners 

on the flip side. Soft and sophisticated, Eden will 

serve up stunning style all year long.

100% linen

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Napkins, Table Runners, and Tablecloths 
border with mitered corners

COLOURWAYS

TAN DENIM PEBBLE IRON



N I CO L A
EVERYDAY ELEGANT LINEN

Enjoy effortless elegance with Nicola. Pure Italian 

linen in the perfect weight provides a beautiful drape 

and softness for your table or lap. Nicola elevates 

every meal with finely mitered corners and a beautiful 

hemstitch detail. Eight shades for every day and every 

season—Shell, Orchid, and Alice Blue are new.

100% linen

Fabric from Italy

Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS

Napkins, Table Runners, and Tablecloths 
mitered corners with a classic hem or hemstitched finish

GREY

SHELL

OPTICAL 
WHITE

ORCHID

NATURAL 
WHITE

ALICE BLUE

LINEN

IRON

COLOURWAYS



Nicola napkins in Linen, Orchid, and Optical White
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